The paper concerns research related to the European project CIRAS and presents a validation experiment with the use of a risk management tool adapted for critical infrastructures. The project context and state of the art are discussed. The adaptation of the risk management tool is performed according to previously elaborated requirements which consider interdependencies, cause-consequences analysis, risk measures and risk register implementation. A novel structured risk management method was proposed how to deal with internal and external impacts of a hazardous event which occurred in the given CI. The method is embedded into the critical infrastructure resilience process. These requirements can be implemented on the ready-to-use software platform for further experiments. The experimentation results are used as the input for CIRAS. The discussed tool can be applied as the risk reduction component in the CIRAS Tool, and the validation process presented here is the basis to elaborate two project use cases.
Introduction
The paper concerns the risk management issue in critical infrastructures. Today's societies are based on products and services provided by large-scale technical infrastructures of such sectors as energy, oil, gas, finances, transport, telecommunications, health, etc. These infrastructures, when disrupted or destroyed, have a serious impact on health, safety, security or well-being of the society or effective functioning of governments and/or economies, therefore they are called critical infrastructures (CIs). Smooth functioning of the CIs builds right relationships between the citizens and governments. Modern societies are very sensitive to any disturbances in critical infrastructures. The CI disturbances or damages hamper the economic growth, social prosperity and sustainable development of our civilization. For this reason, it is very important to mitigate any negative impact on critical infrastructures. Risk management, which plays the key role in the CI protection, still remains a challenge due to many unresolved problems. This was the author's motivation to undertake research in this field.
CI is identified as a very complex socio-technical system, sometimes called a system of systems. The system of systems (SoS) consists of multiple, heterogeneous, distributed, occasionally independently operating systems embedded in networks at multiple levels, which evolve over time [1] . To function properly, CIs include many diversified components (technological, IT hardware, software, environmental, personal, organizational) and complex processes interrelated with other processes across different economy sectors.
In such environments different kinds of threats and hazards may occur, such as: natural disasters and catastrophes, technical disasters and failures, espionage, international crime, physical and cyber terrorism. To avoid disturbances in CIs and to minimize possible consequences of threats, critical infrastructure protection (CIP) programmes are implemented, which specify a consistent set of ‚ properly reduces the risk volume to ensure security on an accepted level and to bring benefits for CI stakeholders, ‚ is cost-effective during implementation and operation, ‚ is free of social, psychological, political, legal, ethical, economical, technical, environmental, and other limitations; these vague factors in the project are called "qualitative criteria".
To support the decision making process, these issues are solved by three separate pillars, implemented as the key software components of the CIRAS Tool: The CIRAS approach is based on the methodology elaborated in the FP7 (Seventh Framework Programme) ValueSec project [11] . Both the ValueSec and CIRAS methodologies support the decision making process using these three pillars, but the domains of applications and the pillars implementation approaches are different. Please note that the critical infrastructure domain, due to its specific phenomena caused by interdependencies, is much more complex than the ValueSec application domains (mass event security, mass transportation security, communal security planning, air transport security, protection against cyber-attacks on a smart grid). The CIs complexity influences the shape of the RRA, CBA and QCA components as well as the components collaboration within the framework implemented in the CIRAS Tool.
Research was performed by the project team members to elaborate the CIRAS methodology and to design and implement it in the CIRAS Tool. The project uses four main inputs:
‚ an extensive review of the state of the art of risk management, cost-benefits, and decision support methodologies and tools, especially those for critical infrastructure protection, ‚ conclusions from the CIRAS stakeholders' workshops, ‚ experience gained by the CIRAS team members from the ValueSec project, particularly concerning the pillars implementation.
This paper deals with a part of this research focused on the RRA component implementation. The problems addressed are: ‚ how to find and adapt a tool to be the RRA component, ‚ how to develop a new tool, according to the project requirements, if the above is not possible.
The RRA component should satisfy the project requirements:
Sustainability 2016, 8, 240 4 of 24 ‚ the basic requirements for CI risk management tools identified in [12] , and ‚ the project specific requirements identified by the consortium with the stakeholders' help, i.e., RRA should be able to properly manage the risk in critical infrastructures by selecting security measures with the right cost-benefits parameters and free of vague restrictions, should be able to easily integrate with other CIRAS components of the tool, and should be relatively simple.
The research presented in this article was focused on the feasibility of the OSCAD-based RRA. OSCAD (proprietary name) [13] is a ready-made software platform to be adapted and configured to different domains of application. The CIRAS consortium considered it a candidate for the RRA component.
This paper presents research which allowed to assess whether OSCAD can fulfil the project requirements and whether it can be used as the RRA component of the CIRAS Tool.
As a result of the experiment a novel approach is proposed how to deal with internal and external impacts of a hazardous event which occurred in the given CI. It allows to distinguish three main categories of impacts: direct CI damages, event escalation by breaching internal security barriers and causing secondary damages, event escalation from the given CI on the dependent CIs. The elaborated structured risk management method for critical infrastructures is embedded into the CI resilience process. The method is implemented in the OSCAD-CIRAS experimental tool. The tool allows to assess critical infrastructure damages in several time horizons and to assess several security measures alternatives with respect to the risk reduction and cost-benefits parameters.
State of the Art
During the CIRAS project a review [4, [14] [15] [16] of laws, standards, frameworks, methods and tools was performed and summarized in [17] .
The review confirms that the risk management issue in critical infrastructures is much more complicated than in other domains of application. It is specific due to the following factors:
‚ unprecedented CIs complexity, even when compared to very large business organizations or technical facilities, ‚ continuous evolution and enhancement of critical infrastructures,
‚ mutual interrelations between different infrastructures (interdependencies),
‚ problem diversity-the risk management issue is related to many other issues, like: complex systems architectures, interdependencies, complex interactions, behavioral aspects, reliability theory, vulnerability analysis, resilience, emerging behavior, ‚ knowledge of architecture and functioning principles of complex systems is fuzzy and the data incomplete, ‚ different abstraction levels applied to manage CIs and cross-sectoral relations, ‚ high-impact and low-probability events may occur, ‚ increased needs for communication and coordination among the CI operators.
The review shows that a significant number of risk assessment methods and tools can be applied in the critical infrastructure domain. Usually, they were developed for different organizations to solve their technical or organizational risk-related problems within the limited environments, and initially they were not dedicated to critical infrastructures. Later, many of them were adapted to CI needs. Usually, they are very mature, sector-specific, represent the detailed approach to the risk issue and can be easily applied on the lower level of the CI hierarchy. Their basic features are: threats and vulnerabilities categorization and identification, and the evaluation of impacts. Only few tools are able to operate on the higher CI hierarchy level. This group is still extended.
Risk management methods are very diverse and their shapes and abstraction levels depend on the levels of CIs where they are used. For example, a CI operator needs a more detailed approach than a policy maker working on the system-of-systems level, and the tool implemented for the CI asset level is more detailed than the tool for the CI operator. Generally, a higher CI level requires a more general approach.
The asset level methods and tools are adapted to higher levels but this generates problems how to handle cross-sectoral dependencies. This issue has been examined by many researchers. The challenge is how to adapt risk assessment methods used on the CI lower level to the higher level (complex system) needs.
The interdependency methodologies, supporting risk management methodologies, are growing in a parallel manner to each other. They are based on modeling and simulation techniques [6] . They are crucial to ensure the CI resilience, and in this sense they also support risk management methodologies. Many general purpose risk managers are not able to use input from the interdependencies analysis.
The review confirms that it is very hard to point out a tool which can be applied in the CIRAS Tool. There are many tools which satisfy certain basic requirements and are able to assess and manage the risk in critical infrastructures, however they do not address sufficiently the CIRAS project requirements, especially those related to the following issues:
‚ cooperation with the CBA and QCA components (using cost, benefit, and vague factors in the risk management process), ‚ operations on the alternative packages of countermeasures, ‚ easy integration (connectivity, source code availability, commonly used technologies).
During the review the OSCAD was analyzed in comparison with other tools. This is a general purpose tool (software platform) which, when developed, was not intended especially for CIs. The tool is very flexible. Its functionality satisfies the basic CI risk management requirements and there is also a chance to meet the CIRAS project requirements. The paper presents research allowing to explain these issues.
Paper Content
The paper presents the following: a risk management study (Section 2) including the experimentation platform requirements, risk assessment method description, implementation of the requirements on the ready-made software platform, experiment plan workout, and the experimentation process. Section 3 includes the experimentation summary, and Section 4-the paper summary.
Risk Management Case Study
The case study is focused on the analysis how particular project requirements can be fulfilled by the OSCAD-based RRA, and shows step by step how this component has been developed according to the proposed risk management method.
General Requirements for Experimental Risk Manager
Basic requirements for the CI risk management tool were discussed in [12] . Summarizing this discussion, the following requirements were proposed:
(1) The CI specific phenomena, such as common cause failures, cascading and escalating effects, as well as interdependencies between CIs [5] should be considered in the risk management process.
(2) The bow-tie risk concept [4, 18] is recommended for implementation as the conceptual model of the risk assessment tool. It embraces both causes of the given hazardous event and its diversified and multidirectional consequences.
(3) The CI risk register, as the managed inventory of hazardous events used in CIP programmes, should include at a minimum: related hazards/threats, corresponding hazardous event, probability of the event and its consequences. There are some other data associated with the risk register items, such as assets, societal critical functions, vulnerabilities, countermeasures, etc.
(4) Risk measures and the assessment process should be defined for the given application domain. A common method is to assess the likelihood (probability, frequency) of a hazardous event, and to assess the consequence severity in different dimensions. Risk is the function of both, usually expressed by a risk matrix.
The following issues are relevant with respect to the CIRAS project requirements:
(1) The RRA component should be able:
‚ to assess risk before a measure is implemented and reassess the risk for a certain number of security measures alternatives considered for implementation, ‚ to consider cross-sectoral dependencies, ‚ to take into account cost-benefits factors and qualitative criteria dealing with the security measures alternatives.
(2) RRA should exchange information with the CBA and QCA components during the decision process dealing with the security measures selection.
(3) RRA component should consider the CI specific phenomena, analyze causes and impacts of hazardous events, and manage the risk register data.
The data exchange between the components cannot be fully demonstrated, because the components have not been integrated yet.
Implementation Platform
The OSCAD software platform was chosen as the research platform [13] . Initially, this platform was designed to support business continuity management in accordance with ISO 22301 and information security management in accordance with ISO/IEC 27001. The software can identify different disturbances of business processes and/or breaches of information assets in different companies and organizations. OSCAD helps to reduce their losses, caused by incidents, and can support the recovery process too. OSCAD is an open and flexible tool, therefore it can be adapted to protect assets or processes in different application domains, e.g.,: flood protection [19] , railway safety management systems [20] and coal mining [21] . The risk management functionality of OSCAD is of key importance to the protection of critical infrastructures.
OSCAD is equipped with risk assessment tools which analyze the causes of hazardous events (pairs: threat-vulnerability with respect to the asset or process):
AORA is used to calculate risk levels of critical assets and risk reduction levels after security measures implementation. The analysis is conducted for the given asset with the related threats which exploit the asset vulnerabilities. The impact and likelihood values of threats and the current values of security measures are used to determine the inherent risk level. After applying new security measures, the risk level is reassessed and the gain in risk reduction can be determined. The PORA analysis is similar, however, it is focused on causes of the processes disturbances.
Moreover, OSCAD is equipped with tools which are able to analyze multidimensional impacts of hazardous events:
‚
Asset Oriented Business Impact Analyzer (ABIA), ‚ Process Oriented Business Impact Analyzer (PBIA).
ABIA is used to assess possible impacts of assets loss for an organization (here CI). The assessment is made according to different loss categories such as: fatalities and qualitative costs (political, social, legal), damages of infrastructure, revenue loss, external costs in other organizations. High loss levels indicate that security measures should be applied to reduce risk. PBIA is similar, however it concerns impacts for an organization (here CI), when the processes are disturbed.
As a result of the adaptation, the OSCAD-CIRAS tool prototype was developed [22] . The OSCAD adaptation performed by the author encompasses the elaboration of the domain specific system dictionaries, e.g., assets, threats, vulnerabilities, countermeasures, risk measures, software configuration, etc. OSCAD-CIRAS can be used as an experimental tool to acquire knowledge and experience which will then be used as an input to the CIRAS project.
Requirements Implementation on the Ready-Made Software Platform
The paper extends the works presented in [23] and deals with risk management experiments conducted with the use of the ready-made open OSCAD software platform, which was adapted to fulfill the basic CIs requirements with respect to risk management. It was assumed that one OSCAD-CIRAS instance, at minimum, can be implemented in one infrastructure. OSCAD-CIRAS is able to co-operate with similar systems working in other infrastructures. This co-operation is focused mainly on communication during the risk management process [2] . The presented experiment concerns the railway transport CI co-operating with the electricity CI. To simplify the experiment, both CIs are implemented in one OSCAD-CIRAS.
Risk management items implemented in OSCAD-CIRAS comply with the taxonomy included in the EC Directive [8] , which distinguishes two groups of CIs: ECI (European CI), embraced by the EC Directive, and others (non-ECI). Assets and other items belonging to the given CI are preceded by a label being the abbreviation of a CI name: Ele (Electricity), Oil (Oil), Gas (Gas), RoT (Road Transport), RaT (Rail Transport), AiT (Air Transport), IWT (Inland Waterways Transport), Sea (Ocean and Short-Sea Shipping and Ports).
Based on the discussed below requirements a structured risk management method was developed and presented in Subsection 2.4 ( Figure 6 ).
Interdependencies and CI-specific Issues-Input from Resilience Analysis
Critical infrastructure is a complex socio-technical system which interacts with similar systems working in other application domains. These interactions are considered on different layers (e.g., on the CI operator layer, sector layer, intra sector layer) [6] .
The risk management process should be extended beyond a single infrastructure, because a hazardous event occurring within the given CI impacts this CI but may also cause problems for other interacting CIs, and similarly, the given CI may be impacted by hazardous events which occurred in external CIs. The risk management process should be able to consider interdependencies. This issue still remains a challenge.
OSCAD-CIRAS does not have a specialized functionality to analyze resilience, including interdependencies, and for this reason it should be supported externally to get the relevant information. The resilience analysis, producing necessary input, precedes and supports the risk assessment process.
The first kind of input concerns information about interdependencies obtained from the resilience analysis, more specifically from its static part focused on the system of systems analysis. During the dependency analysis [6] , the following factors are taken into account: ‚ shared resources, shared services, ‚ common assets, components, policies, ‚ common causes of potential impacts, like: fire, flooding, virus attack, network attack, communication unavailability.
Diagrams, called dependency networks are obtained in the course of the interdependency analysis. The dependency network diagram represents homogenous dependencies between input and output. It will be shown in Figure 1 by an example related to the CIs presented later in the case study. The left part presents a scheme of collaborating infrastructures-rail transport (RaT), electricity (Ele) and others.
 CID (CI Degradation) category-different kinds of damages within the given CI;  IE (Internal Escalations)-new internally generated threats or new or increased vulnerabilities which influence the considered CI, caused by the hazardous event; this allows to consider secondary effects of the given event;  EE (External Escalations)-generated threats which impact the external CIs, or new or increased vulnerabilities in the external CIs, caused by the hazardous event. Please note that the EE category impacts propagate across infrastructures due to existing dependencies. For example, an impact can propagate from RaT to Ele, from Ele to Gas and to Oil.
The second kind of input from the resilience analysis concerns information about critical risk scenarios. Please note that the paper presents the typical approach to risk assessment, including the identification and prioritization of threats, identification of vulnerabilities relevant to these threats and the impact assessment. This is a relatively simple approach, but it can be unsuccessful if all possible scenarios are taken into account in the risk management process-only the most critical scenarios are selected. The dynamic resilience analysis [6] , preceding the risk management process, returns these very critical scenarios, such as the CI collapsing scenarios. It is assumed that to identify these scenarios, structural analyses of the collaborating CIs and dynamic resilience analyses were made.
It is assumed for the presented method and tool that the critical scenarios and interdependencies are known prior to initiating the risk assessment.
Apart from critical scenarios and interdependencies, the resilience analysis provides information about the most critical nodes, the most vulnerable nodes, strength of coupling between the nodes, and a lot of other information useful in the risk management process.
Bow-Tie Risk Assessment Concept Implementation
The bow-tie conceptual model [18] embraces both multiple and complex causes of the given hazardous event and its diversified and multidirectional consequences (impacts). It means that it is ‚ IE (Internal Escalations)-new internally generated threats or new or increased vulnerabilities which influence the considered CI, caused by the hazardous event; this allows to consider secondary effects of the given event;
‚ EE (External Escalations)-generated threats which impact the external CIs, or new or increased vulnerabilities in the external CIs, caused by the hazardous event.
Please note that the EE category impacts propagate across infrastructures due to existing dependencies. For example, an impact can propagate from RaT to Ele, from Ele to Gas and to Oil.
The bow-tie conceptual model [18] embraces both multiple and complex causes of the given hazardous event and its diversified and multidirectional consequences (impacts). It means that it is composed of two elements: causes analysis and consequences analysis. These features are the basis for the method presented here.
The consequences analysis part of the bow-tie model is implemented on the ABIA or PBIA basis. Later, they are called BIA (in short). For a given asset (process), which is under the hazardous event, impact can be assessed with the use of the loss matrix.
In OSCAD-CIRAS two causes analyses are possible: AORA or PORA, later called RA (in short) . AORA allows to analyze each threat-vulnerability pair which can breach the given asset, while PORA does the same with respect to the given process. First, the BIA type analysis is performed, next the RA analysis ( Figure 6 ).
Critical Infrastructure Risk Register and Related Issues
OSCAD-CIRAS distinguishes primary assets which are to be protected and secondary assets related to them. For example, RaT:Node, representing the railway node, can be considered a primary asset. It can be impacted when a hazardous event occurs, for this reason it should be protected. This complex asset embraces many diversified secondary assets (rails, level crossings, buildings, signaling equipment, ICT equipment, people, countermeasures, etc.).
The asset destruction implies multidirectional impacts on the CI where the event occurs and on other, dependent infrastructures. This is a subject of the BIA analysis. For the given protected asset there are threats and vulnerabilities considered, because they imply hazardous events which may cause full or partial damages on an asset. This is a subject of the RA analysis.
The risk register contains information about assets (and/or processes) impacted during a hazardous event, consequences, event frequency, threats, vulnerabilities, and assessed multidirectional impacts.
Risk Measures and the Assessment Process
The measures of multidimensional impacts of the hazardous event, used during BIA analyses, encompass three above mentioned main categories of impacts (CID, IE, EE). For each of them several loss categories are defined (four for CID, two for IE, and two for EE-eight categories in total)-see Figure 2 . All categories and their number are user-defined. composed of two elements: causes analysis and consequences analysis. These features are the basis for the method presented here. The consequences analysis part of the bow-tie model is implemented on the ABIA or PBIA basis. Later, they are called BIA (in short). For a given asset (process), which is under the hazardous event, impact can be assessed with the use of the loss matrix.
Critical Infrastructure Risk Register and Related Issues
Risk Measures and the Assessment Process
The measures of multidimensional impacts of the hazardous event, used during BIA analyses, encompass three above mentioned main categories of impacts (CID, IE, EE). For each of them several loss categories are defined (four for CID, two for IE, and two for EE-eight categories in total)-see Figure 2 . All categories and their number are user-defined. For all loss categories the same number of loss levels are defined (here: five): from Level 1 (the lower level) to Level 5 (the upper). Each level gets a clear interpretation. This way the loss matrix, i.e., the basic BIA tool, is defined and shown in Figure 3 . The "CID: Economic losses dimension (Mio Euro)", "CID: Live and injury dimension" and "CID: Social impact dimension" loss categories were defined according to the propositions from [4] , others by the author. For all loss categories the same number of loss levels are defined (here: five): from Level 1 (the lower level) to Level 5 (the upper). Each level gets a clear interpretation. This way the loss matrix, i.e., the basic BIA tool, is defined and shown in Figure 3 . The "CID: Economic losses dimension (Mio Euro)", "CID: Live and injury dimension" and "CID: Social impact dimension" loss categories were defined according to the propositions from [4] , others by the author. The BIA analyzer operates on three main categories of impacts (CID, IE, EE) and their loss categories shown in Figure 3 . For each CID, IE, EE impact category the worst case value of loss categories is selected as a partial BIA result, marked as CIDval, IEval, and EEval. The BIA aggregated result, depending on the chosen calculation model, is defined by very simply functions:
 for the worst case model (WCM):
 for the total model (TM):
 for the product model (PM):
In the example discussed in the paper, BIA considers three main categories of losses (CID, IE, EE) and five levels of losses (1 to 5). It means that the range of the BIA aggregated results can be: 1 to 5 for WCM, 3 to 15 for TM, and 1 to 125 for PM. The kind of the calculation model is configurable. The WCM model is chosen due to its simplicity.
For the RA analysis the risk value is expressed as: The BIA analyzer operates on three main categories of impacts (CID, IE, EE) and their loss categories shown in Figure 3 . For each CID, IE, EE impact category the worst case value of loss categories is selected as a partial BIA result, marked as CIDval, IEval, and EEval. The BIA aggregated result, depending on the chosen calculation model, is defined by very simply functions:
‚ for the worst case model (WCM):
‚ for the total model (TM):
‚ for the product model (PM):
In the example discussed in the paper, BIA considers three main categories of losses (CID, IE, EE) and five levels of losses (1 to 5). It means that the range of the BIA aggregated results can be: 1 to 5 for WCM, 3 to 15 for TM, and 1 to 125 for PM. The kind of the calculation model is configurable. The WCM model is chosen due to its simplicity. For the RA analysis the risk value is expressed as:
The RA "Event likelihood" measures, based on [12, 18] , are presented in Table 1 , and their implementation in the OSCAD-CIRAS dictionary is shown in Figure 4 . The number of likelihood measures is fully configurable -here five levels are assumed. The RA "Event likelihood" measures, based on [12, 18] , are presented in Table 1 , and their implementation in the OSCAD-CIRAS dictionary is shown in Figure 4 . The number of likelihood measures is fully configurable -here five levels are assumed. The RA "Event consequences" measures are derived from the loss matrix categories. It is possible because the BIA analysis precedes the RA one, and the measures of both are harmonized. Table 2 is an example of mapping the BIA aggregated results (BIAval) on the RA consequences measures with respect to the used calculation model. The contents of Table 2 are implemented in the consequences dictionary ( Figure 5 ). For further BIA examples the measures with the "WCM_" prefixes are used, and the RA consequences are measured in the range from 1 to 5. The RA "Event consequences" measures are derived from the loss matrix categories. It is possible because the BIA analysis precedes the RA one, and the measures of both are harmonized. Table 2 is an example of mapping the BIA aggregated results (BIAval) on the RA consequences measures with respect to the used calculation model. The contents of Table 2 are implemented in the consequences dictionary ( Figure 5 ). For further BIA examples the measures with the "WCM_" prefixes are used, and the RA consequences are measured in the range from 1 to 5. 
Risk Assessment Method Implemented in OSCAD-CIRAS
The risk assessment method proposed in the paper takes into account previously specified requirements, including the CIRAS RRA requirements, and the abilities of the OSCAD software platform [13] .
This method is embedded into the process, which ensures the resilience of the given CI, e.g., RaT ECI. The general scheme of the risk assessment process is presented in Figure 6 . The risk assessment processes run concurrently in each of the collaborating infrastructures.
The risk assessment process running in the given CI gets from the resilience analysis a set of basic critical risk scenarios, dependency network diagram and any other risk-relevant information. There are three risk scenarios repositories:  for basic risk scenarios, obtained from the resilience analysis;  for externally generated hazards for the given CI; the EE-related risk scenarios are identified outside the CI;  for internally generated hazards for the given CI, causing secondary impacts (the IE-related risk scenarios).
The assessment process starts from the basic scenario of the highest criticality obtained from the resilience analysis. First, BIA (a consequences analysis) is performed, and its results encompass the following:
The aggregated BIA result is identified as the function of CIDval, IEval, EEval, according to the calculation model (here, for WCM: BIA result is the maximal value of CIDval, IEval, EEval).
Next, RA (a causes analysis) is launched to identify threat/vulnerability pairs leading to the hazardous event. Their likelihood is assessed. OSCAD requires the event consequences input as well. In this case, the BIA-derived value is introduced by default. During the risk management process, the risk is reassessed after the countermeasure implementation (the risk after), and if the countermeasure 
The risk assessment process running in the given CI gets from the resilience analysis a set of basic critical risk scenarios, dependency network diagram and any other risk-relevant information. There are three risk scenarios repositories: ‚ for basic risk scenarios, obtained from the resilience analysis; ‚ for externally generated hazards for the given CI; the EE-related risk scenarios are identified outside the CI; ‚ for internally generated hazards for the given CI, causing secondary impacts (the IE-related risk scenarios).
Next, RA (a causes analysis) is launched to identify threat/vulnerability pairs leading to the hazardous event. Their likelihood is assessed. OSCAD requires the event consequences input as well. In this case, the BIA-derived value is introduced by default. During the risk management process, the risk is reassessed after the countermeasure implementation (the risk after), and if the countermeasure affects the event consequences, e.g., data backup, the default value (from BIA) can be corrected manually. affects the event consequences, e.g., data backup, the default value (from BIA) can be corrected manually. Figure 6 . General scheme of the risk assessment process in a critical infrastructure.
After completing the BIA/RA pair, its results are analyzed. When the EE impact occurs, the warning about the generated hazard (embracing causes and consequences: new threats and/or increased vulnerabilities, external impact, risk and impact values, etc.) is formed as the EE-related risk scenario and sent to the potentially impacted CI to be considered in the risk assessment process. The risk communication process (an important part of the whole CIs risk management framework) is responsible for exchanging such warnings between the collaborating and dependent infrastructures. This EE-related risk scenario is placed in the external hazards repository of the warned CI.
Next, the IE impact is analyzed. When the impact occurs, the IE-related risk scenario is defined (a record embracing the causes and consequences: new threats and/or increased vulnerabilities within the considered CI, secondary impact, risk and impact values, etc.) and added to the internal hazards repository. Moreover, this newly generated internal hazard is assessed (BIA-RA). This secondary effect may cause new secondary internal damages (CID), an external impact (an additional EE-related risk scenario) as well as a new IE-related risk scenario, which is placed in the repository and then analyzed (BIA/RA). These analyses focus on internal escalation and are repeated until no internal secondary effects occur. Then, the next basic risk scenario is taken into account and analyzed in the same way. When all basic scenarios are finished, next the hazards externally generated for this CI are analyzed similarly as the basic ones. The whole process stops when all basic and externally generated for this CI are analyzed.
Scenario of the Validation Experiment
The validation deals with the railway and energy collaborating infrastructures and encompasses one basic risk scenario: a catastrophe in an important railway node. To simplify the experiment, both CIs are analyzed in the same OSCAD-CIRAS. They are distinguished by prefixes RaT and Ele. Let us After completing the BIA/RA pair, its results are analyzed. When the EE impact occurs, the warning about the generated hazard (embracing causes and consequences: new threats and/or increased vulnerabilities, external impact, risk and impact values, etc.) is formed as the EE-related risk scenario and sent to the potentially impacted CI to be considered in the risk assessment process. The risk communication process (an important part of the whole CIs risk management framework) is responsible for exchanging such warnings between the collaborating and dependent infrastructures. This EE-related risk scenario is placed in the external hazards repository of the warned CI.
The validation deals with the railway and energy collaborating infrastructures and encompasses one basic risk scenario: a catastrophe in an important railway node. To simplify the experiment, both CIs are analyzed in the same OSCAD-CIRAS. They are distinguished by prefixes RaT and Ele. Let us assume that this critical risk scenario is downloaded from the basic repository for the risk assessment process. Figure 7 shows four pairs of analyses of the validation experiment. Each pair, composed with BIA-RA, represents a bow-tie idea. The following numeration rule of the particular pairs of analyses is assumed: the basic scenario (called here the 1st iteration) has no postfix, for the second, third, etc., expressing the escalated impacts, the iteration number is followed by a postfix expressing the kind of impact (ie, ee), i.e., 1, 2ie, 2ee, and 3ee. assume that this critical risk scenario is downloaded from the basic repository for the risk assessment process. Figure 7 shows four pairs of analyses of the validation experiment. Each pair, composed with BIA-RA, represents a bow-tie idea. The following numeration rule of the particular pairs of analyses is assumed: the basic scenario (called here the 1st iteration) has no postfix, for the second, third, etc., expressing the escalated impacts, the iteration number is followed by a postfix expressing the kind of impact (ie, ee), i.e.,: 1, 2ie, 2ee, and 3ee.
The scenario is initiated by the event trigger which occurred in the RaT:Node (please note the naming convention: CIname:AssetName) primary asset and caused a hazardous event, e.g., intentional derailment seriously impacting the railway node area. 
1st iteration
The "1 BIA(RaT:Node)" analysis identifies multidimensional impacts of this event. Please note that the impacted asset or process is within the brackets. The internal degradation (mostly financial consequences) which is caused by an intentional derailment is assessed (CID). BIA proves that this event:
 impacts the external infrastructure Ele as the coal transport for the power plant is stopped for a long time (EE-related risk scenario generated); normally this should imply sending this scenario to OSCAD-CIRAS working in Ele CI, but here both CIs are simulated in one OSCAD-CIRAS instance;  breaches the security zone (countermeasure) which is a secondary asset of RaT:Node; IE-related risk scenario is generated and placed in the internal repository.
The "1 RA(RaT:Node)" analysis identifies causes of the hazardous event and the related risk. Because secondary effects are revealed, they should be further analyzed, causing the next iteration, instead of taking a new basic scenario. The scenario is initiated by the event trigger which occurred in the RaT:Node (please note the naming convention: CIname:AssetName) primary asset and caused a hazardous event, e.g., intentional derailment seriously impacting the railway node area.
‚ impacts the external infrastructure Ele as the coal transport for the power plant is stopped for a long time (EE-related risk scenario generated); normally this should imply sending this scenario to OSCAD-CIRAS working in Ele CI, but here both CIs are simulated in one OSCAD-CIRAS instance; ‚ breaches the security zone (countermeasure) which is a secondary asset of RaT:Node; IE-related risk scenario is generated and placed in the internal repository.
The "1 RA(RaT:Node)" analysis identifies causes of the hazardous event and the related risk. Because secondary effects are revealed, they should be further analyzed, causing the next iteration, instead of taking a new basic scenario.
2nd iteration
Due to the external escalation (EE), extra analyses for Ele CI (energy production in the power plant) are performed:
‚ "2ee BIA(Ele:Energy)" identifies the CI degradation caused by an externally generated threat; it does not identify any internal impacts (IE), but identifies backward external impacts to the RaT infrastructure (energy provision for the RaT:Energy); this implies the 3rd iteration;
‚ "2ee RA(Ele:Energy production process)" identifies how coal delivery disturbance impacts the energy production process (here the process-oriented approach is applied).
Due to the internal escalation (IE), extra analyses of the security zone are needed:
‚ "2ie BIA(RaT:NodeÑSecurity zone)", ‚ "2ie RA(RaT:NodeÑSecurity zone)".
Please note that a secondary asset is preceded by "Ñ". The related BIA identifies secondary CI degradation caused by a breach in the security zone (here: theft) but does not identify any further IE or EE impacts.
3rd iteration
Due to the external threat generated by Ele for RaT:Energy, two extra analyses are performed:
The additional CI internal degradation is assessed, and no internal/external escalations are detected. In the 3rd iteration both RaT and Ele infrastructures achieve a stable state and therefore no further analyses are needed. Particular analyses were performed during the validation process.
Running the Validation Experiment
The validation experiment embraces eight analyses (four BIA, four RA) performed in OSCAD-CIRAS according to the scenario shown in Figure 7 .
The left side of Figure 8 presents the OSCAD-CIRAS menu/submenu depending on the context of the operation, here: risk analyses. The right part shows all performed analyses, their status, and risk acceptance parameters (not discussed here). It is an entry point to view/modify the details of each analysis.  "2ee BIA(Ele:Energy)" identifies the CI degradation caused by an externally generated threat; it does not identify any internal impacts (IE), but identifies backward external impacts to the RaT infrastructure (energy provision for the RaT:Energy); this implies the 3rd iteration;  "2ee RA(Ele:Energy production process)" identifies how coal delivery disturbance impacts the energy production process (here the process-oriented approach is applied). Due to the internal escalation (IE), extra analyses of the security zone are needed:  "2ie BIA(RaT:Node Security zone)",  "2ie RA(RaT:Node Security zone)".
Please note that a secondary asset is preceded by " ". The related BIA identifies secondary CI degradation caused by a breach in the security zone (here: theft) but does not identify any further IE or EE impacts.
3rd iteration
 "3ee BIA(RaT:Energy)",  "3ee RA(RaT:Energy)".
Running the Validation Experiment
The left side of Figure 8 presents the OSCAD-CIRAS menu/submenu depending on the context of the operation, here: risk analyses. The right part shows all performed analyses, their status, and risk acceptance parameters (not discussed here). It is an entry point to view/modify the details of each analysis. The four of eight performed analyses are exemplified in the following subsections.
2.6.1. Identifying Impact of the Railway Node Crash-"1 BIA(RaT:Node)"
This BIA analysis assesses multidirectional impacts when the railway node crashes. "1 BIA(RaT:Node)" embraces three main impact categories, represented by three OSCAD-CIRAS tabs: CID (Figure 9 ), EE (Figure 10 ), IE ( Figure 11) .
The tool offers a possibility to assess CID-type losses in a certain number (here: five) of time horizons (Figure 9 ). Please note that CIDval = 4 (worst case value). The four of eight performed analyses are exemplified in the following subsections.
The tool offers a possibility to assess CID-type losses in a certain number (here: five) of time horizons (Figure 9 ). Please note that CIDval = 4 (worst case value). Assuming that the worst case model is used, BIAvalue = max(4,2,2) = 4.
Causes of the Railway Node
Crash-"1 RA(RaT:Node)" Figure 12 exemplifies the "1 RA(RaT:Node)" analysis, mentioned in the validation scenario (Figure 7) . Apart from the train derailment (a green frame), some other node risk scenarios are listed, like: manipulation in the train depot, power supply failure, theft of equipment, but they are not discussed here.
The event triggered in the railway node is classified as "intentional derailment". The derailment Figure 11 . The BIA analysis for the railway node-internal escalation tab.
The tool offers a possibility to assess CID-type losses in a certain number (here: five) of time horizons (Figure 9 ). Please note that CIDval = 4 (worst case value). Figure 10 presents the assessment of the external impact of the crash in the railway node. The disturbance in the Ele critical infrastructure is possible because coal transport failed (limited production, network overloading). Please note that EEval = 2. Figure 11 presents the assessment of the internal impact of the crash in the railway node. The crash may breach the node protection system (security zone, CCTV) raising vulnerabilities to other threats. This may cause negative secondary effects. Please note that IEval = 2.
Assuming that the worst case model is used, BIAvalue = max(4,2,2) = 4.
2.6.2. Causes of the Railway Node Crash-"1 RA(RaT:Node)" Figure 12 exemplifies the "1 RA(RaT:Node)" analysis, mentioned in the validation scenario ( Figure 7) . Apart from the train derailment (a green frame), some other node risk scenarios are listed, like: manipulation in the train depot, power supply failure, theft of equipment, but they are not discussed here.
Assuming (Figure 7) . Apart from the train derailment (a green frame), some other node risk scenarios are listed, like: manipulation in the train depot, power supply failure, theft of equipment, but they are not discussed here.
The event triggered in the railway node is classified as "intentional derailment". The derailment is possible due to the following exploited vulnerabilities:
 "Large areas and facilities" of the railway node -difficult to monitor,  "Insufficient infrastructure protection",  "Low awareness".
For each pair threat-vulnerability the risk is assessed. Each pair has consequences from BIA (BIAvalue = 4). Please note the pair: "Derailment-intentional"-"Large areas and facilities". The implementation of the countermeasures package (security zone, CCTV cameras, additional fences, police guards), not shown here, decreases the likelihood from "Possible" (3) to "Remote" (2) , with the same consequences (4), and the risk from 12 to 8 (max. value is 5 × 5 = 25.0). Please note that the countermeasures cost rises from 69,000 Euros to 212,000 Euros (for the given package of countermeasures the cost is assigned). The event triggered in the railway node is classified as "intentional derailment". The derailment is possible due to the following exploited vulnerabilities:
‚ "Large areas and facilities" of the railway node -difficult to monitor,
For each pair threat-vulnerability the risk is assessed. Each pair has consequences from BIA (BIAvalue = 4). Please note the pair: "Derailment-intentional"-"Large areas and facilities". The implementation of the countermeasures package (security zone, CCTV cameras, additional fences, police guards), not shown here, decreases the likelihood from "Possible" (3) to "Remote" (2), with the same consequences (4), and the risk from 12 to 8 (max. value is 5ˆ5 = 25.0). Please note that the countermeasures cost rises from 69,000 Euros to 212,000 Euros (for the given package of countermeasures the cost is assigned).
Certain parameters, like countermeasure class or implementation level, are not used in the paper.
2.6.3. Causes of Breaching the Node Security Zone-"2ie RA(RaT:NodeÑSecurity Zone)"
During the IE assessment ( Figure 11 ) a breach of the node security zone was identified implying two analyses: ‚ "2ie BIA(RaT:Node Ñ Security zone)"-to assess impact related to this event, like: "Significant financial losses possible in case of long-lasting disturbance in functioning of security zone", neither IE nor EE are detected-BIA not shown; ‚ "2ie RA (RaT:Node Ñ Security zone)"-presented in Figure 13 .
Sustainability
During the IE assessment (Figure 11 ) a breach of the node security zone was identified implying two analyses:
 "2ie BIA(RaT:Node Security zone)"-to assess impact related to this event, like: "Significant financial losses possible in case of long-lasting disturbance in functioning of security zone", neither IE nor EE are detected-BIA not shown;  "2ie RA (RaT:Node Security zone)"-presented in Figure 13 . Figure 13 . The RA analysis for the breached security zone.
The breached security zone becomes more vulnerable because the CCTV system was damaged and the node was not properly watched due to the recovery process in the node (resources shortage). For this reason, unauthorized access is more realistic.
Please note that the security zone plays twofold role, therefore in the system dictionary a special category A = C (Asset as countermeasure) was defined.
The security zone is a barrier, a countermeasure, and an asset belonging to the set of assets representing the railway node. In OSCAD-CIRAS it is possible to asses risk for this node similarly to other assets.
Identifying Impact of Energy Delivery Disturbance-"2ee BIA (Ele:Energy)"
While EE was assessed for the basic scenario (Figure 10 ), the disturbance of the fuel (coal) delivery for the power plant was detected, implying two other analyses to be done for the Ele infrastructure:
 "2ee BIA(Ele:Energy)" was made, which revealed the possibility of the energy delivery problem ( Figure 14) ; this may impact railways, therefore "3ee BIA(RaT:Energy)" and "3ee RA(RaT:Energy)" are launched (not shown).  "2ee RA(Ele:Energy)"; the process-oriented risk analysis (PORA) is applied to exemplify that the process approach is possible in OSCAD-CIRAS; the analysis is focused on the causes of the "Energy production process in the power plant" disturbance. The breached security zone becomes more vulnerable because the CCTV system was damaged and the node was not properly watched due to the recovery process in the node (resources shortage). For this reason, unauthorized access is more realistic.
2.6.4. Identifying Impact of Energy Delivery Disturbance-"2ee BIA (Ele:Energy)" While EE was assessed for the basic scenario (Figure 10 ), the disturbance of the fuel (coal) delivery for the power plant was detected, implying two other analyses to be done for the Ele infrastructure:
‚ "2ee BIA(Ele:Energy)" was made, which revealed the possibility of the energy delivery problem ( Figure 14) ; this may impact railways, therefore "3ee BIA(RaT:Energy)" and "3ee RA(RaT:Energy)" are launched (not shown).
‚ "2ee RA(Ele:Energy)"; the process-oriented risk analysis (PORA) is applied to exemplify that the process approach is possible in OSCAD-CIRAS; the analysis is focused on the causes of the "Energy production process in the power plant" disturbance. 2.6.3. Causes of Breaching the Node Security Zone-"2ie RA(RaT:Node Security Zone)"
During the IE assessment ( Figure 11 ) a breach of the node security zone was identified implying two analyses:
 "2ee BIA(Ele:Energy)" was made, which revealed the possibility of the energy delivery problem ( Figure 14) ; this may impact railways, therefore "3ee BIA(RaT:Energy)" and "3ee RA(RaT:Energy)" are launched (not shown).  "2ee RA(Ele:Energy)"; the process-oriented risk analysis (PORA) is applied to exemplify that the process approach is possible in OSCAD-CIRAS; the analysis is focused on the causes of the "Energy production process in the power plant" disturbance. The implied, but not shown here "3ee BIA (RaT:Energy)" and "3ee RA (RaT:Energy)" conclude that the disturbance of the railway energy system can be serious, still the probability is low thanks to the implemented redundancy.
Please note that the event "Energy delivery problem" can be considered a common cause event, because it impacts all energy dependent infrastructures. The validation scenario is simplified and considers only one dependent infrastructure (RaT).
Results and Discussion
The paper presents the validation experiment related to risk management in critical infrastructures with the use of the ready-made OSCAD software platform adapted for this application domain as the OSCAD-CIRAS tool.
To develop this CI-dedicated experimental tool, the following input was considered:
‚ the general requirements for the CI risk manager [12] , elaborated on the basis of publications, laws, standards and tool reviews, ‚ the CIRAS project requirements.
The objective was to perform a case study and to acquire knowledge for the CIRAS project. The question is to what extent the requirements are satisfied by OSCAD-CIRAS, i.e., whether OSCAD-CIRAS is able to work as the risk reduction assessment (RRA) component within the CIRAS Tool. The ready-made OSCAD was configured, equipped with the domain data (dictionaries, measures, different parameters, etc.), and the validation was performed according to the elaborated plan. As a result, the OSCAD-CIRAS experimentation tool was worked out.
Meeting Basic Requirements
Reviewing the basic requirements (Section 2.1.), the following conclusions are possible.
(1) OSCAD-CIRAS takes into account the CI specific phenomena, such as common cause failures, cascading and escalating effects, as well as interdependencies between CIs, though OSCAD-CIRAS should be supported by a resilience analysis. During the validation experiment it was shown that OSCAD-CIRAS is able to consider the following:
‚ common cause initiating events; for the given hazardous event BIA is able to detect hazardous events, that are implied by the given hazardous event, in all dependent infrastructures by generating many outgoing EE-related risk scenarios; this possibility was mentioned in Figure 14 (Ele => RaT, Ele => Oil, Ele => Gas) but was shown only for one dependency path (Ele => RaT); ‚ cascade initiating events; apart from internally triggered hazardous events, the RA analysis considers external triggers incoming from other infrastructures as the incoming EE-related risk scenarios; the considered impacted CI depends on infrastructures which generate these scenarios; this possibility is represented by the following analyses:
‚ "2ee RA(Ele:Energy)"-a coal delivery problem may disturb the energy production process; ‚ "3ee RA (RaT:Energy)"-an energy delivery problem may disturb railway transport; ‚ cascade resulting events; BIA is able to detect any hazardous event resulting from the original event which impacts a dependent infrastructure; this was represented by: "1 BIA(RaT:Node)"/ Figure 10 , "2ee BIA(Ele:Energy)"/ Figure 14 and "3ee BIA (RaT:Energy)" (not shown); ‚ escalating events; BIA performed in the first infrastructure is able to detect a hazardous event in the second impacted dependent infrastructure, and BIA performed for the second impacted infrastructure is able to detect a hazardous event in the third infrastructure, and so on; this was exemplified by the analysis chain for RaT => Ele => RaT (Figure 7 -a red line).
(2) The bow-tie concept embracing the analysis of consequences and causes was implemented as the pairs of the RA-BIA analyses. It was exemplified by the analyses chain shown in Figure 7 . Usually BIA precedes RA.
(3) The risk register is represented by the OSCAD-CIRAS data (assets-primary and secondary, processes, threats, vulnerabilities, risk scenarios, countermeasures, etc.)-some data are predefined (dictionaries), some created during the performed analyses.
(4) Risk measures are configurable: categories of losses, number of loss levels and their interpretation, number of time horizons, likelihood levels and their interpretation, e.g., in the frequency domain, calculation models and formulas for risk assessment.
Meeting CIRAS Project Requirements
As for the CIRAS project requirements (Section 2.1), the following conclusions are possible.
(1) OSCAD-CIRAS is able:
‚ to assess risk before a measure is implemented and reassess the risk for a certain number of security measures alternatives considered for implementation, ‚ to take into account cost-benefits factors and qualitative criteria dealing with the security measures alternatives.
The validation scenario, simplified for the purposes of this article, was focused on the risk assessment before the countermeasure was implemented. However, the selection of measures in OSCAD-CIRAS, which is a part of the risk management process, needs additional explanation. Figure 15 shows an example of security measures selection (the example slightly differs from the validation example) for the given threat-vulnerability pair. It is assumed that the "risk before" the measures implementation was assessed earlier (Current state tab). The decision maker who selects countermeasures for implementation may define several security measures alternatives (here three, marked A, B, C). Each alternative represents a coherent package of countermeasures, with their risk, cost, benefits, qualitative criteria and other parameters. Then the most advantageous alternative is selected for implementation. (2) The bow-tie concept embracing the analysis of consequences and causes was implemented as the pairs of the RA-BIA analyses. It was exemplified by the analyses chain shown in Figure 7 . Usually BIA precedes RA.
 to assess risk before a measure is implemented and reassess the risk for a certain number of security measures alternatives considered for implementation,  to take into account cost-benefits factors and qualitative criteria dealing with the security measures alternatives.
The validation scenario, simplified for the purposes of this article, was focused on the risk assessment before the countermeasure was implemented. However, the selection of measures in OSCAD-CIRAS, which is a part of the risk management process, needs additional explanation. Figure 15 shows an example of security measures selection (the example slightly differs from the validation example) for the given threat-vulnerability pair. It is assumed that the "risk before" the measures implementation was assessed earlier (Current state tab). The decision maker who selects countermeasures for implementation may define several security measures alternatives (here three, marked A, B, C). Each alternative represents a coherent package of countermeasures, with their risk, cost, benefits, qualitative criteria and other parameters. Then the most advantageous alternative is selected for implementation. To support the decision maker in this process, some aggregated data from RRA, CBA and QCA are available on diagrams (note the button "Comparison of security measures alternatives", marked by the red frame). An example of a diagram, related to CBA parameters, is shown in Figure 16 . Please note other tabs. To support the decision maker in this process, some aggregated data from RRA, CBA and QCA are available on diagrams (note the button "Comparison of security measures alternatives", marked by the red frame). An example of a diagram, related to CBA parameters, is shown in Figure 16 . Please note other tabs. More detailed graphs, tables, reports related to particular alternatives will be available from the CIRAS tool level. Currently they are under development. OSCAD-CIRAS is able to exchange (through developed web services) information with the CBA and QCA components during the decision process dealing with the security measures selection (2) Other issues related to the project requirements were discussed previously, like the ability to consider the CI specific phenomena and cross-sectoral dependencies, to analyze causes and impacts of hazardous events, and to manage the risk register data.
Reassuming, the validation process is based on the planned scenario which encompasses two critical infrastructures: railway transport (RaT) and electricity provision (Ele). Two kinds of escalation effects are demonstrated:
 those propagated through a CI internal path,  those propagated through a path crossing one or more CIs.
The consequences of hazardous events in a given CI can impact the same CI again and/or the neighboring CIs, creating a complex sequence of impacts. The presented method allows to identify:  direct consequences occurring within the considered infrastructure (called here: CI degradation);  secondary effects caused by breaching internal barriers (CI safeguards) and occurring in this CI as the consequences of a hazardous event (called here: internal escalation); this escalation can propagate further causing additional hazardous events-internal or external;  secondary effects occurring in the external CIs as the consequences of a hazardous event (called here: external escalation); they can propagate further, impacting other CIs or generating internal escalations.
The scenario depends on the new risks identified during the analysis. The presented method assumes (in the loss matrix for BIA analyses) that a new hazardous event (internal or external) can be triggered as a consequence of a previous hazardous event. Internally triggered events result from breaching the CI internal barriers. Events triggered within the external CIs can propagate thanks to existing CI interdependencies. The risk assessment results give information if the hazardous event will propagate internally and/or externally, or nowhere. It means that each risk situation may drive More detailed graphs, tables, reports related to particular alternatives will be available from the CIRAS tool level. Currently they are under development. OSCAD-CIRAS is able to exchange (through developed web services) information with the CBA and QCA components during the decision process dealing with the security measures selection (2) Other issues related to the project requirements were discussed previously, like the ability to consider the CI specific phenomena and cross-sectoral dependencies, to analyze causes and impacts of hazardous events, and to manage the risk register data.
‚ those propagated through a CI internal path, ‚ those propagated through a path crossing one or more CIs.
The consequences of hazardous events in a given CI can impact the same CI again and/or the neighboring CIs, creating a complex sequence of impacts. The presented method allows to identify: ‚ direct consequences occurring within the considered infrastructure (called here: CI degradation); ‚ secondary effects caused by breaching internal barriers (CI safeguards) and occurring in this CI as the consequences of a hazardous event (called here: internal escalation); this escalation can propagate further causing additional hazardous events-internal or external;
‚ secondary effects occurring in the external CIs as the consequences of a hazardous event (called here: external escalation); they can propagate further, impacting other CIs or generating internal escalations.
The scenario depends on the new risks identified during the analysis. The presented method assumes (in the loss matrix for BIA analyses) that a new hazardous event (internal or external) can be triggered as a consequence of a previous hazardous event. Internally triggered events result from breaching the CI internal barriers. Events triggered within the external CIs can propagate thanks to existing CI interdependencies. The risk assessment results give information if the hazardous event will propagate internally and/or externally, or nowhere. It means that each risk situation may drive quite a different scenario in the same set of infrastructures. If, during the analysis of infrastructure A, it was detected that a breach in infrastructure B is possible (EE), then the risk analysis in infrastructure B is needed and will be added to the risk analyses scenario. Otherwise, the analysis in infrastructure B will not be added to this scenario. If, during the analysis of infrastructure A, it was detected that a security barrier can be breached (IE), then the analysis in infrastructure A is needed and will be added to the risk analyses scenario. Otherwise, it will not be added to this scenario.
For this reason, each scenario is here called a risk-driven scenario. It is assumed that interdependencies are known-all paths with possible propagation of impacts are known.
Conclusions
The objective of the paper is to develop a structured risk management method for critical infrastructures, embedded into the CI resilience process ( Figure 6 ). The method distinguishes three categories of impacts composed into the BIA loss matrix:
‚ IE (escalation by breaching internal security barriers), ‚ EE (escalation by breaching security barriers in external CIs).
The method is based on the commonly used risk management methodology, though it was enhanced by three above mentioned features which allowed to take into account the following issues (Section 3): ‚ how a hazardous event which occurred in the given CI impacts the dependent CIs; this allows to consider common cause initiating events, cascade resulting events, externally escalating events; ‚ how a hazardous event which occurred in external CIs impacts the given CI; this allows to consider cascade initiating events, externally escalating events;
‚ secondary impacts of a hazardous event which occurred in the given CI and lead to an internal escalation; this allows to analyze breaches in the multilayered protection system.
There are some extra features which make it possible to assess a critical infrastructure degradation in several time horizons (CID-type consequences). In addition, they can assess several security measures packages with respect to the risk reduction ability.
To elaborate, implement and validate this method, the research includes as well:
‚ the identification of CI domain-related data, like assets, processes, threats, vulnerabilities, common used countermeasures, etc., and put them into the OSCAD system dictionaries, ‚ the risk parameters definition, i.e.,: scales of measures for likelihood, consequences, impacts categories and levels, loss matrix, calculation formulas configuration, ‚ the planning of the validation scenario (to be simple enough and be able to exemplify all features of the elaborated method), ‚ performing validation to assess the feasibility of the proposed solution.
The paper gives substantial contribution to the CIRAS project. The aim of the research presented in the paper is to acquire knowledge about the shape of the key component responsible for risk assessment (RRA) of the CIRAS Tool. The case study was based on the ready-made business continuity/information security management OSCAD software. During the research this software was adapted to the critical infrastructure application domain, according to the identified requirements. This way the dedicated OSCAD-CIRAS tool was developed. The near real data were prepared for the critical infrastructure domain and the software was configured. According to the planned validation scenario, the risk assessment within two collaborating infrastructures (railway, energy) was studied.
The case study gives information how to use OSCAD-CIRAS in the CIRAS project. The results of research confirm that OSCAD-CIRAS can be applied as the RRA component.
The acquired knowledge was used by the CIRAS project team. Currently all components (RRA, CBA, QCA) are integrated into the CIRAS Tool. The case study described in the paper is the basis for two CIRAS project use cases.
The CIRAS project considerably extends the risk reduction assessment by additional CBA (cost-benefits) and QCA (vague factors) assessments to obtain a full risk picture for the decision maker.
